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Slovak Alumni reflection on the Professional Fellowship program and their 
experience from the U.S. (2012–16) thanks to the funding from the U.S. 
Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and the 
implementation by Great Lakes Consortium for International training and 
development at WSOS Community Action Commission, Inc.



Introduction
The Professional Fellows Program (in our case: funded by the U.S. Department 
of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and implemented by 
Great Lakes Consortium for International training and development at WSOS 
Community Action Commission, Inc.) brought emerging leaders in the fields 
of civic engagement; NGO management; local governance and community 
empowerment from four European countries to the United States for intensive 
6-week experience designed to broaden our professional expertise. During our 
stay in the U.S. we received hands-on exposure to non-profit organizations – 
focused on community organizing and building grassroots democracy in minority 
communities. After our return home we put together inspiring publication 

“Taking Action – Changing Lives in Minority Communities” based on our success 
stories from the fellowships. Here are thirteen testimonies from Slovak Alumni 
(the Professional Fellows Program participants from period 2012–16).



In Slovakia we observe and experience in practice several fundamental strategies of 
work with communities to address their issues – social service delivery, advocacy 
and community development. Community organizing (the fourth strategy 
of community work) is still very rarely used in this country even if it could be 
really powerful approach towards social change thanks to the organization as 
democratically controlled community institution. The foundation of community 
organizing is: people with a problem who define their community and decide the 
problems that they wish to address; the solutions they wish to pursue; and the 
methods they will use to accomplish their goals. 

Many important key words came up into Slovak “ProFellows” Alumni minds 
– related to their placement at well-known U.S. nonprofits with main focus on 
community organizing. You can see: self-interest, community mobilization, 
leadership, shared action, competence development, changing the paradigm, 
empowerment, storytelling, volunteering, community centers, neighborhood, 
campaigns, agitation, action plan, and many more at the generated Word cloud.

Key words describing 
our Professional fellowship with focus 
on community organizing



Key words describing 
our overall U.S. stay in general

Professional Fellowships provided participants the opportunity to examine the 
relationship between civil society and government in the U.S. and to experience 
real life in this country. The program also established structured interaction 
among American and European participants to develop enduring professional, as 
well as personal ties and lasting partnerships, friendships.

Look at the set of interesting key words from Slovak “ProFellows” Alumni 
memories – related to their overall 6-week experience in the U.S. that was 
transformed into colorful Word cloud. There were many positive words, such 
as: hospitality, patience, democracy, freedom, acceptance, mind growing, 
breath-taking impulses, friendly atmosphere, coffee, smiles, neighborhood, cars, 
friendship, hamburgers, discussions, cultural events, various cultures, travelling, 
strong emotions, cultural bridges, enthusiasm.



The most important thing learnt about 
community organizing during 6-week stay 
in the U.S. 

Bozena (Boba) Markovic Baluchova: To convince myself that a lot of work with-
in community can be done without financial support – you just need to mobilize 
people around yourself, find your common self-interest and make a plan how to 
fight for our rights or particular goals. Successfully organized communitie with 
their active leaders can wake up, shake and push power holders to the right direc-
tion. In the US I’ve tried door knocking as a way of gathering people for neigh-
borhood meeting; rally as a way to put politicians on hot chairs making them 
accountable and responsible for unsolved local issues; one-on-one interviews as a 
way to assess the needs of people in need and find their self-interest. 

Gabriela Mezeiova: To use community organizing, its power and tools in order 
to achieve a positive change in a specific community and in the society in general. 



Robert Furiel: To experience how power lies with the people and with the right 
tools and approach, they can be organised into a political body pushing for the 
change. The activism in my country has been traditionally “top-down”, with move-
ments led by experts and people in the capital, quite often belittling the voice of 
the “common” folks and rather focusing on direct lobbying. After US experience 
I have became convinced that community organizing is the approach that might 
help to speed the social and political change for LGBTQI+ people in the Slovak 
Republic.
Martin Micek: To work on particular issue together with various types of people 
eventhough they don‘t agree with you on all other issues. They could make allianc-
es based on values and not on differences.
Jolana Natherova: To see how community organizing gives people a power to de-
cide about public matters. When civic participation and real interest about certain 
political or social issues comes from public – the results are visible.
Miroslav Simkovic: To be patient because it takes some time to build a solid 
membership base of people who would be willing to get actively engaged in any 
campaign as part of the community organizing process.
Sona Korenova: To work together to identify the problem, suggest the strategy 
and act towards it. We are not the ones who has the right to tell people what and 
how to solve „their problems“. We can just engage a community to getting togeth-
er, learning and taking action. 



Veronika Strelcova: To get inspirations and knowledge from professionals in 
powerful organizations in the US and to understand that unless we bring together 
a mass of people, our voice won‘t be heard and people´s needs will not get visible. 
Michal Budaj: To have a possibility to work with big organization focusing on 
immigrants. It gave me a great opportunity to learn a lot about community orga-
nizing methodolodgy. 

Ivana Raposova: To understand the difference between advocacy and empow-
erment of the marginalized communities. The system of social and community 
work in Central Europe is still predominantly based on advocacy and the em-
powerment, understood as making the community more resourceful to stand for 
their own rights and achieve their own goals, is still minor. The most crucial for 
me was to understand how the alternative model of community organizing works. 
Despite the fact that I don’t assume that empowerment is always an answer and 
solution to social problems, and I acnowledge that advocacy is in some cases still 
a preferable tool, my experience in the US definitely tought me to approach my 
research, civic activities and even teaching process at the university in a more 
participatory manner. 



Zuzana Balazova: To listen carefully to the people and to show them – how strong 
and independent they are. I was thinking that the only thing I can with Roma 
people is advocacy. In US I have learnt that Roma should be able to speak for 
themselves alone. This way of independence proves their own power and empow-
er them to be able to face their problems. 
Miroslav Ragac: To be patient. Community organizing is a long-distance run, but 
perseverance in the campaign is gaining new people. They get to know each other, 
strengthen the community and share the passion for the matter that drives local 
people to confront those who are responsible. 
Daniela Batova: To realize that all the activities should be done with the com-
munity and not for the community. In past (in the case of marginalized Roma 
communities in Slovakia) most of the projects were planned, prepared or realized 
without participation of community. Now I understand that the main aim should 
be: to listen to their needs and problems, support them during looking for the 
solutions on their own and then work on these solutions together. 



Gained knowledge about community 
organizing and experience from the U.S. 
used in professional life

Bozena (Boba) Markovic Baluchova: As a lecturer at Palacky University I con-
duct trainings and supervise essays / thesis mostly about media and community 
work. I have conducted field research in developed, as well as developing countries 
using Participatory rural appraisal methods (very similar to community organiz-
ing approach). I always see local people and community members as the assets 

– able to raise their voice, mobilize and cooperate on planning and implementing 
particular community development projects.
Gabriela Mezeiova: As an elected City council member and Cultural commission 
head in my hometown: Sahy. Before that, as a researcher I taught my students 
about the concept of community organizing and wrote a study paper (later pub-
lished in a relevant Political Science magazine). 
Robert Furiel: As a founder of community centre for LGBTQI+ people in Kosice 
city. The community has become central importance in my work (mainly during 
the preparation of PRIDE festival in Kosice). 
Martin Micek: As a social worker / coordinator of one of our ourganization pro-
grams focusing on people who use drugs, sex workers and young people in gener-
al. Many times we are facing hostile environment within the community and the 
use of many techniques from community organizing helps us to reach out, speak 
to the community members and work together on some solutions. 
Jolana Natherova: As a community organizer in and with Roma communities, 
which are isolatedgeographically and excluded socially. Community organizing 
methods help me to improve my work on daily basis.
Miroslav Simkovic: As a lector / workshop leader I try to map seniors‘ needs, is-
sues they face, and also to find out about the possibility of engaging at least some 
of them in the participatory budgeting in Banska Bystrica.
Sona Korenova: As a founder of my own organization dedicated to young people 
coming from disadvantaged environment studying at high schools. We use the 
method of community organizing to indetify common problems, suggest strategy 
and search for solution while supporting them. 
Veronika Strelcova: Firstly as a community organizer in the same neithborhood 
creating an active group of people, later as a community development worker – 
hired by a local municipality. I helped to manage community center and build the 



base for community development work in city of Banska Bystrica. The experience 
that I had during my fellowship in the U.S. contributed significantly and helped 
me to reach what I aimed. 

Michal Budaj: As an organizer of the community of people from MENA countries 
in Slovakia. I am working on a shift from the informal platform into the status of 
official NGO. In this organization I can implement methodologies that I learnt.
Ivana Raposova: As a researcher, teacher and civic activist. My experience signifi-
cantly altered the way I am thinking about the research and advocacy right now. I 
was able to bring a significant know-how to my organization (CVEK) which helps 
us to think about our applied activities in a more structured way. CVEK currently 
does a wide range of projects through which we are trying to create a platform 
for discussion between the municipal officials, minority communities and NGOs. 
The ideas of community organizing, mainly empowernment and representation of 
communities by their own leaders, are playing a major role in these projects.
Zuzana Balazova: As a coordinator of Roma advocacy and research centre and 
Roma youth organizer in Skalica city. When I organize some meetings at the Town 
hall, the Roma leaders are there with me – commited to take an action. They are 
giving testimonies and speaking about their living conditions. After my return 
from the U.S. and sharing my experience with them they started to be more active 



and organize their own events. They call me only when they need to know wheth-
er their steps are correct or not. Other than that, they invite me for meetings to 
share their small victories with them. 
Miroslav Ragac: As a project assistant working with asylum seekers and foreign-
ers with a residence permit. For me it is important to encourage their interest 
in public affairs and to teach them how to assert their position in the majority 
society. Slovakia is not their home country, but they have the same rights and 
obligations like us. Thanks to community organizing public must be constantly 
informed about them.
Daniela Batova: As a project manager responsible at the Office of Plenipotentiary 
of Slovak Republic for Roma communities. As we are now implementing the proj-
ect devoted to functioning of community centers in most deprived municipalities 
with segregated and separated Roma communities, I try to reinforce the concept 
of community center as: the place where people from community not only gain 
social counseling and services but also find a common place for sharing their fears, 
needs; the place to mobilize leaders and give them voice; the place where they can 
learn how to discuss with authorities and how to write own project or fundraise 
money for their activities.



Slovak „ProFellows“ Alumni presenting 
their reflections from the U.S. experience

1. Bozena (Boba) Markovic Baluchova (based in Bratislava; working as coor-
dinator of Pluto NGO & DocUnion NGO; Palacky University lecturer and 
journalist – placed at Chicago Coalition for the Homeless, Chicago, IL)

2. Gabriela Mezeiova (based in Sahy; working as assistant professor and re-
searcher at the University of SS. Cyril and Methodius – placed at Jane Addams 
Senior Caucus, Chicago, IL)

3. Robert Furiel (based in Kosice; working as freelance translator, youth trainer 
and LGBT activist for Saplinq NGO – placed at Step by Step, Big Ugly Creek/
Charleston, WV)

4. Martin Micek (based in Bratislava; working as social worker – placed at Ma-
honing Valley Organizing Collaborative, Youngstown, OH)

5. Jolana Natherova (based in Banska Bystrica, working as coordinator of Hope 
for children NGO – placed in community center Big Ugly Creek/Charleston, 
WV)

6. Miroslav Simkovic (based in Banska Bystrica, working as lector / workshop 
presenter in the field of individual growth and development  – placed at Wash-
ington Community Action Network!, Seattle, WA)



7. Sona Korenova (based in Banska Bystrica, working as T4S teacher – placed at 
Logan Square Neighborhood Association, Chicago, IL)

8. Veronika Strelcova (based in Zvolen, working as coordinator at Center for 
community organizing – placed National People‘s Action, Chicago, IL)

9. Michal Budaj (based in Martin, working as Youth Coordinator at Mladiinfo 
NGO – placed at The Resurrection Project,  Chicago, IL)

10. Ivana Raposova (based in Bratislava, working as Junior Research Fellow for 
CVEK: Centre for the Research of Ethnicity and Culture – placed at Virginia 
Organizing, Charlottesville, VA)

11. Zuzana Balazova (based in Skalica, working as founder/coordinator of Roma 
advocacy and research centre RAVS – placed at Chicago Coalition for the 
Homeless, Chicago, IL)

12. Miroslav Ragac (based in Zvolen, working as project assistant for IOM Slova-
kia – placed at Chicago Coalition for the Homeless, Chicago, IL)

13. Daniela Batova (based in Bratislava, working as project manager at the Office 
of Plenipotentiary of Slovak Republic for Roma communities – placed at Vir-
ginia Organizing, Charlottesville, VA)



The biggest advantage of this project, implemented by Great Lakes Consortium for 
International training and development at WSOS Community Action Commis-
sion, Inc. within the scheme of the Professional Fellows Program is its sustainabil-
ity after our return back to Europe from 6-week experience in the U.S. – via devel-
oped network and continuous learning circles. Cooperation with former alumni, 
feedback from the U.S. mentors and consultations with WSOS organizers on new 
local projects ideas and personal development progress work on regular basis. In 
next few years even more fellows could be able to benefit from a 6-week experi-
ence in the U.S. thanks to WSOS efforts to add two new countries into existing 
scheme. The concept of making social change through the methods of community 
organizing is still very fresh in post-communist European countries, therefore an 
experience from well known U.S. nonprofits may be a life-changing experience for 
future participants.

Conclusion
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